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Abstrat
This artile is devoted to the investigation of struture of wrap
groups of onneted ber bundles over the elds of real R, omplex
C numbers, the quaternion skew eld H and the otonion algebra O.
Iterated wrap groups are studied as well. Their smashed produts are
onstruted.
1 Introdution.
Geometri loop groups of irles were rst introdued by Lefshetz in 1930-th
and then their onstrution was reonsidered by Milnor in 1950-th. Lefshetz
has used the C0-uniformity on families of ontinuous mappings, whih led
to the neessity of ombining his onstrution with the struture of a free
group with the help of words. Later on Milnor has used the Sobolev's H1-
uniformity, that permitted to introdue group struture more naturally [26℄.
The onstrution of Lefshetz is very restritive, beause it works with the
C0 uniformity of ontinuous mappings in ompat-open topology. Even for
spheres Sn of dimension n > 1 it does not work diretly, but uses the iterated
loop group onstrution of irles. Then their onstrutions were generalized
for bers over irles and spheres with parallel transport strutures over C.
Smooth Deligne ohomologies were studied on suh groups [5℄.
Wrap groups of quaternion and otonion bers as well as for wider lasses
of bers over R or C were dened and various examples were given together
with basi theorems in [12℄. In that paper a onstrution of wrap groups was
done with the help of Sobolev uniformities, that has permitted to onsider
wide families of manifolds and ber bundles. This paper ontinues previous
works of the author on this theme [13, 21, 19, 20, 12℄. Wrap groups are
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generalizations of geometri loop groups from spheres onto a wider lass of
manifolds and ber bundles over them.
Geometri loop groups have important appliations in modern physial
theories (see [9, 23℄ and referenes therein). Groups of loops are also in-
tensively used in gauge theory. Wrap groups an be used in the membrane
theory whih is the generalization of the string (superstring) theory.
In paper [12℄ wrap groups of ber bundles over quaternions and otonions
were dened and investigated and numerous examples were desribed. This
artile is devoted to investigation of their struture and uses notations and
results of the previous work. Besides quaternion and otonion also real and
omplex ber bundles are onsidered with wrap groups for them. Smashed
produts of wrap groups are onstruted. Iterated wrap groups are studied
as well.
All main results of this paper are obtained for the rst time and they are
given in Theorems 2, 6, 9, 10, 20, 21, Propositions 3, 7, 8, 12, 13, 17 and
Corollary 11.
Remind the basi denitions and notations.
1. Note. Denote by Ar the Cayley-Dikson algebra suh that A0 = R,
A1 = C, A2 = H is the quaternion skew eld, A3 = O is the otonion
algebra. Heneforth we onsider only 0 ≤ r ≤ 3.
2.1. Remark. IfM is a metrizable spae and K = KM is a losed subset
in M of odimension codimR N ≥ 2 suh that M \ K = M1 is a manifold
with orners over Ar, then we all M a pseudo-manifold over Ar, where KM
is a ritial subset.
Two pseudo-manifolds B and C are alled dieomorphi, if B \ KB is
dieomorphi with C \KC as for manifolds with orners (see also [5, 24℄).
Take on M a Borel σ-additive measure ν suh that ν on M \K oinides
with the Riemann volume element and ν(K) = 0, sine the real shadow of
M1 has it.
The uniform spae H tp(M1, N) of all ontinuous pieewise H
t
Sobolev
mappings from M1 into N is introdued in the standard way [19, 20℄, whih
indues H tp(M,N) the uniform spae of ontinuous pieewise H
t
Sobolev
mappings on M , sine ν(K) = 0, where R ∋ t ≥ [m/2] + 1, m denotes the
dimension of M over R, [k] denotes the integer part of k ∈ R, [k] ≤ k. Then
put H∞p (M,N) =
⋂
t>mH
t
p(M,N) with the orresponding uniformity.
For manifolds over Ar with 1 ≤ r ≤ 3 take as H
t
p(M,N) the ompletion
of the family of all ontinuous pieewise Ar-holomorphi mappings from M
into N relative to the H tp uniformity, where [m/2] + 1 ≤ t ≤ ∞. Heneforth
we onsider pseudo-manifolds with onneting mappings of harts ontinuous
in M and H t
′
p in M \KM for 0 ≤ r ≤ 3, where t
′ ≥ t.
2.2. Note. Sine the otonion algebra O is non-assoiative, we onsider
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a non-assoiative subgroup G of the family Matq(O) of all square q × q
matries with entries in O. More generally G is a group whih has a H tp
manifold struture over Ar and group's operations are H
t
p mappings. The G
may be non-assoiative for r = 3, but G is supposed to be alternative, that
is, (aa)b = a(ab) and a(a−1b) = b for eah a, b ∈ G.
As a generalization of pseudo-manifolds there is used the following (over
R and C see [5, 31℄). Suppose that M is a Hausdor topologial spae of
overing dimension dim M = m supplied with a family {h : U →M} of the
so alled plots h whih are ontinuous maps satisfying onditions (D1−D4):
(D1) eah plot has as a domain a onvex subset U in Anr , n ∈ N;
(D2) if h : U → M is a plot, V is a onvex subset in Alr and g : V → U
is an H tp mapping, then h ◦ g is also a plot, where t ≥ [m/2] + 1;
(D3) every onstant map from a onvex set U in Anr into M is a plot;
(D4) if U is a onvex set in Anr and {Uj : j ∈ J} is a overing of U
by onvex sets in Anr , eah Uj is open in U , h : U → M is suh that eah
its restrition h|Uj is a plot, then h is a plot. Then M is alled an H
t
p-
dierentiable spae.
A mapping f : M → N between two H tp-dierentiable spaes is alled
dierentiable if it ontinuous and for eah plot h : U → M the omposition
f ◦ h : U → N is a plot of N . A topologial group G is alled an H tp-
dierentiable group if its group operations are H tp-dierentiable mappings.
Let E, N , F be H t
′
p -pseudo-manifolds or H
t′
p -dierentiable spaes over
Ar, let also G be an H
t′
p group over Ar, t ≤ t
′ ≤ ∞. A ber bundle
E(N,F,G, π,Ψ) with a ber spae E, a base spae N , a typial ber F
and a strutural group G over Ar, a projetion π : E → N and an atlas
Ψ is dened in the standard way [5, 24, 33℄ with the ondition, that transi-
tion funtions are of H t
′
p lass suh that for r = 3 a struture group may be
non-assoiative, but alternative.
Loal trivializations φj ◦ π ◦ Ψ
−1
k : Vk(E) → Vj(N) indue the H
t′
p -
uniformity in the family W of all prinipal H t
′
p -ber bundles E(N,G, π,Ψ),
where Vk(E) = Ψk(Uk(E)) ⊂ X
2(G), Vj(N) = φj(Uj(N)) ⊂ X(N), where
X(G) and X(N) are Ar-vetor spaes on whih G and N are modelled,
(Uk(E),Ψk) and (Uj(N), φj) are harts of atlases of E and N , Ψk = Ψ
E
k ,
φj = φ
N
j .
IfG = F and G ats on itself by left shifts, then a ber bundle is alled the
prinipal ber bundle and is denoted by E(N,G, π,Ψ). As a partiular ase
there may be G = A∗r, where A
∗
r denotes the multipliative group Ar \ {0}.
If G = F = {e}, then E redues to N .
3. Denitions. Let M be a onneted H tp-pseudo-manifold over Ar,
0 ≤ r ≤ 3 satisfying the following onditions:
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(i) it is ompat;
(ii) M is a union of two losed subsets over Ar A1 and A2, whih are
pseudo-manifolds and whih are anonial losed subsets inM with A1∩A2 =
∂A1 ∩ ∂A2 =: A3 and a odimension over R of A3 in M is codimRA3 = 1,
also A3 is a pseudo-manifold;
(iii) a nite set of marked points s0,1, ..., s0,k is in ∂A1 ∩ ∂A2, moreover,
∂Aj are arwise onneted j = 1, 2;
(iv) A1\∂A1 and A2\∂A2 are H
t
p-dieomorphi withM \ [{s0,1, ..., s0,k}∪
(A3 \ Int(∂A1 ∩ ∂A2))] by mappings Fj(z), where j = 1 or j = 2, ∞ ≥ t ≥
[m/2] + 1, m = dimRM suh that H
t ⊂ C0 due to the Sobolev embedding
theorem [25℄, where the interior Int(∂A1 ∩ ∂A2) is taken in ∂A1 ∪ ∂A2.
Instead of (iv) we onsider also the ase
(iv′) M , A1 and A2 are suh that (Aj \ ∂Aj) ∪ {s0,1, ..., s0,k} are
C0([0, 1], H tp(Aj , Aj))-retratable on X0,q ∩Aj , where X0,q is a losed arwise
onneted subset in M , j = 1 or j = 2, s0,q ∈ X0,q, X0,q ⊂ KM , q = 1, ..., k,
codimR KM ≥ 2.
Let Mˆ be a ompat onneted H tp-pseudo-manifold whih is a anonial
losed subset in Alr with a boundary ∂Mˆ and marked points {sˆ0,q ∈ ∂Mˆ :
q = 1, ..., 2k} and an H tp-mapping Ξ : Mˆ →M suh that
(v) Ξ is surjetive and bijetive from Mˆ \ ∂Mˆ onto M \ Ξ(∂Mˆ ) open in
M , Ξ(sˆ0,q) = Ξ(sˆ0,k+q) = s0,q for eah q = 1, ..., k, also ∂M ⊂ Ξ(∂Mˆ ).
A parallel transport struture on a H t
′
p -dierentiable prinipal G-bundle
E(N,G, π,Ψ) with arwise onneted E and G for H tp-pseudo-manifolds M
and Mˆ as above over the same Ar with t
′ ≥ t+1 assigns to eah H tp mapping
γ from M into N and points u1, ..., uk ∈ Ey0 , where y0 is a marked point in
N , y0 = γ(s0,q), q = 1, ..., k, a unique H
t
p mapping Pγˆ,u : Mˆ → E satisfying
onditions (P1− P5):
(P1) take γˆ : Mˆ → N suh that γˆ = γ ◦ Ξ, then Pγˆ,u(sˆ0,q) = uq for eah
q = 1, ..., k and π ◦Pγˆ,u = γˆ
(P2) Pγˆ,u is the H
t
p-mapping by γ and u;
(P3) for eah x ∈ Mˆ and every φ ∈ DifH tp(Mˆ, {sˆ0,1, ..., sˆ0,2k}) there is the
equality Pγˆ,u(φ(x)) = Pγˆ◦φ,u(x), where DifH
t
p(Mˆ, {sˆ0,1, ..., sˆ0,2k}) denotes
the group of allH tp homeomorphisms of Mˆ preserving marked points φ(sˆ0,q) =
sˆ0,q for eah q = 1, ..., 2k;
(P4) Pγˆ,u is G-equivariant, whih means that Pγˆ,uz(x) = Pγˆ,u(x)z for
every x ∈ Mˆ and eah z ∈ G;
(P5) if U is an open neighborhood of sˆ0,q in Mˆ and γˆ0, γˆ1 : U → N are
H t
′
p -mappings suh that γˆ0(sˆ0,q) = γˆ1(sˆ0,q) = vq and tangent spaes, whih
are vetor manifolds over Ar, for γ0 and γ1 at vq are the same, then the
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tangent spaes of Pγˆ0,u and Pγˆ1,u at uq are the same, where q = 1, ..., k,
u = (u1, ..., uk).
Two H t
′
p -dierentiable prinipal G-bundles E1 and E2 with parallel trans-
port strutures (E1,P1) and (E2,P2) are alled isomorphi, if there ex-
ists an isomorphism h : E1 → E2 suh that P2,γˆ,u(x) = h(P1,γˆ,h−1(u)(x))
for eah H tp-mapping γ : M → N and uq ∈ (E2)y0 , where q = 1, ..., k,
h−1(u) = (h−1(u1), ..., h
−1(uk)).
Let (SME)t,H := (S
M,{s0,q:q=1,...,k}E;N,G,P)t,H be a set of H
t
p-losures of
isomorphism lasses of H tp prinipal G ber bundles with parallel transport
struture.
2 Struture of wrap groups
1. Proposition. The Hmp uniformity in L(S
m, N) (see 2.10 in [12℄) for
m > 1 is stritly stronger, than the m times iterated H1p uniformity.
Proof. If f ∈ Hm, then ∂kf(x)/∂xk11 ...∂x
km
m ∈ L
2
for eah 0 ≤ k ≤ m,
k = k1+...+km, 0 ≤ kj , j = 1, ..., m. But g ofm times iteratedH
1
uniformity
means that ∂kg(x)/∂xk11 ...∂x
km
m ∈ L
2
for eah 0 ≤ k ≤ m, k = k1 + ... + km,
0 ≤ kj ≤ 1, j = 1, ..., m. The latter onditions are weaker than that of H
m
.
For m > 1 there may appear g for whih suh partial derivatives are not in
L2, when 1 < kj ≤ m. Using transition mappings of harts of atlases At(M)
and At(N) and applying this loally we get the statement.
2. Theorem. For a wrap group W = (WME)t,H (see Denition 2.7
[12℄) there exists a skew produt Wˆ = W ⊗˜W whih is an H lp alternative Lie
group and there exists a group embedding of W into Wˆ , where l = t′ − t
(l =∞ for t′ =∞), E = E(N,G, π,Ψ) is a prinipal G-bundle of lass H t
′
p
with t′ ≥ t ≥ [dim(M)/2] + 1. If G is assoiative, then Wˆ is assoiative.
Moreover, the loop group L(S1, E) is H tp isomorphi with (Wˆ
S1E)t,H in the
partiular ase of S1.
Proof. Let W˜ be a set of all elements (g1a1⊗g2a2) ∈ (W ⊗B)
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, where B
is a free non-ommutative assoiative group with two generators a, b, ab 6= ba,
g1, g2 ∈ W . Take in W˜ the equivalene relation: g1g2a⊗g2b=˜ g1eB⊗ eeB, for
eah g1, g2 ∈ W , where e and eB denote the unit elements in W and in B.
Dene in W˜ the multipliation:
(g1a1 ⊗ g2a2)⊗˜(g3a3 ⊗ g4a4) := ((g1g3)(a1a3)⊗ (g4g2)((a
−1
1 a4a1)a2)
for eah g1, g2, g3, g4 ∈ W and every a1, a2, a3, a4 ∈ B, hene
(e⊗ g1a1)⊗˜(e⊗ g2a2) = e⊗ (g2g1)(a2a1),
(g1a1 ⊗ e)⊗˜(g2a2 ⊗ e) = (g1g2)(a1a2)⊗ e,
(g1a1 ⊗ e)⊗˜(e⊗ g4a4) = g1a1 ⊗ g4(a
−1
1 a4a1),
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(e⊗ g4a4)⊗˜(g1a1 ⊗ e) := g1a1 ⊗ g4a4.
Thus this semidiret produt W˜ of groups (W ⊗ B) ⊗s (W ⊗ B) is non-
ommutative, sine b−1aba−1 6= e, where e := e× eB, ⊗
s
denotes the semidi-
ret produt, ⊗ denotes the diret produt.
Consider the minimal losed subgroup A in the semidiret produt W˜
generated by elements (g1g2a ⊗ g2b)⊗˜(g1eB ⊗ eeB)
−1
, where B is supplied
with the disrete topology and W˜ is supplied with the produt uniformity.
Then put Wˆ := W˜/A =: W ⊗˜W and denote the multipliation in Wˆ as in
W˜ .
Therefore, W has the group embedding θ : g 7→ (geB⊗ e) into Wˆ and the
multipliation m[(g1eB ⊗ e), (g2eB ⊗ e)] = (g1eB ⊗ e)⊗˜(g2eB ⊗ e)].
On the other hand, (ga1⊗ e)⊗˜(e⊗ ga1a2a
−1
1 ) = ga1⊗ ga2 = (e⊗ e) =: e˜,
eˆ = e˜A = A is the unit element in Wˆ and (e ⊗ ga1a2a
−1
1 ) = (ga1 ⊗ e)
−1
is
the inverse element of (ga1 ⊗ e), where a2 ∈ B is suh that (a1 ⊗ a2)⊗˜A =
(e⊗ e)⊗˜A = A in Wˆ , a1 = ea1, that is a1 ⊗ a2=˜e⊗ e in W˜ .
From preeding formulas it follows, that Wˆ is nonommutative and al-
ternative. As the manifold Wˆ is the quotient of the H tp manifold W
2
by
the H tp equivalene relation, hene Wˆ is the H
t
p dierentiable spae, sine
Conditions (D1−D4) of 2.1.3.2 [12℄ are satised. The group operation and
the inversion in Wˆ ombines the produt in W and the inversion with the
tensor produt and the equivalene relation, hene they are H lp dierentiable
with l = t′ − t, l =∞ for t′ =∞, (see 1.11, 1.12, 1.15 in [31℄ and 2.1.3.1
in [12℄).
Then ((g1 ⊗ g2)⊗˜(g3 ⊗ g4))⊗˜(g5 ⊗ g6) := ((g1g3)g5 ⊗ g6(g4g2)) and
(g1 ⊗ g2)⊗˜((g3 ⊗ g4))⊗˜(g5 ⊗ g6)) := (g1(g3g5)⊗ (g6g4)g2).
Therefore, Wˆ is alternative, sine W is alternative (see Theorem 2.6.1 [12℄)
and B is assoiative. If G is assoiative, then W is assoiative and Wˆ is
assoiative.
Consider the ommutator
[(g1a1 ⊗ g2a2)⊗˜(g3a3 ⊗ g4a4)]⊗˜[(g1a1 ⊗ g2a2)
−1⊗˜
(g3a3 ⊗ g4a4)
−1] = {((g1g3)(a1a3)⊗ (g4g2)((a
−1
1 a4a1)a2))⊗˜
[(g−11 a
−1
1 ⊗ g
−1
2 (a1a
−1
2 a
−1
1 ))⊗˜(g
−1
3 a
−1
3 ⊗ g
−1
4 (a3a
−1
4 a
−1
3 ))]
= ((g1g3)(a1a3)⊗ (g4g2)((a
−1
1 a4a1)a2)⊗˜((g
−1
1 g
−1
3 )(a
−1
1 a
−1
3 )⊗ (g
−1
4 g
−1
2 )
(a1(a3a
−1
4 a
−1
3 )a
−1
1 )(a1a
−1
2 a
−1
1 ))) = (((g1g3)(g
−1
1 g
−1
3 ))(a1a3a
−1
1 a
−1
3 )⊗
((g−14 g
−1
2 )(g4g2))((a1a3)
−1[((a1a3)a
−1
4 (a1a3)
−1)(a1a
−1
2 a
−1
1 )](a1a3))((a
−1
1 a4a1)a2).
The minimal losed subgroup generated by produts of suh elements
is the ommutant W˜c of W˜ . The group (W
MN)t,H is ommutative (see
Theorem 6(2) [12℄). We have B/Bc = {e}, the quotient group G/Gc = Gab
is the abelianization of G, partiularly if G is ommutative, then Gab = G,
where Gc denotes the ommutant subgroup of G. Therefore,
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(WME;N,G,P)t,H/[(W
ME;N,G,P)t,H]c = (W
ME;N,Gab,P)t,H
and inevitably W˜/W˜c = (W
ME;N,Gab,P)t,H .
Using the equivalene relation in W˜ we get Wˆ/Wˆc = (W
ME;N,Gab,P)t,H.
In the partiular ase ofM = S1 for g ∈ W take f ∈ g, that is < f >t,H=
g. The equivalene lass of f relative to the analogous losures of orbits of
the right ation of the subgroup Diff∞+ (S
1, s0) preserving a marked point
and an orientation of S1 indued by that of I = [0, 1] denote by [f ]t,H , then to
[f ]t,H put into the orrespondene ga⊗ e in W˜ , while to [f
−]t,H ounterpose
e⊗ gaba−1, where f−(x) := f(1− x) for eah x ∈ [0, 1], the unit irle S1 is
parametrized as z = e2πix, z ∈ S1 ⊂ C, x ∈ [0, 1]. Their equivalene lasses
(ga⊗ e)⊗˜A and (e⊗ gaba−1)⊗˜A in W˜ give elements in Wˆ .
Sine [f ]−1t,H := [f
−]t,H and [f1 ∨ f2]t,H = [f1]t,H [f2]t,H , then Wˆ is isomor-
phi with L(S1, E)t,H .
3. Proposition. If there exists an H t
′
p -dieomorphism η : N → N
suh that η(y0) = y0
′
, where t ≤ t′ then wrap groups (WME; y0)t,H and
(WME; y0
′)t,H dened with marked points y0 and y0
′
are H lp-isomorphi as
H lp-dierentiable groups, where l = t
′ − t for nite t′, l =∞ for t′ =∞.
Proof. Let f ∈ H tp(M,E), then η ◦ π ◦ f(s0,q) = η(y0) = y0
′
for eah
marked point s0,q in M , where π : E → N is the projetion, π ◦ f = γ, γ
is a wrap, that is an H tp-mapping from M into N with γ(s0,q) = y0 for q =
1, ...., k. The manifold N is onneted together with E and G in aordane
with onditions imposed in [12℄. Consider the H t
′
p -dieomorphism η × e of
the prinipal bundle E. Then Θ : H tp(M,W ) → H
t
p(M,W ) is the indued
isomorphism suh that π ◦Θ(f) := η ◦π ◦ f : M → N and (η× e) ◦ f = Θ(f)
for f ∈ H tp(M,E). The mapping Θ is H
l
p dierentiable by f , hene it gives
the H lp isomorphism of the onsidered H
l
p-dierentiable wrap groups (see
Theorem 6(1) [12℄).
4. Remark. As usually we suppose, that the prinipal bundle E, its
struture group G and the base manifold N are arwise onneted. Let
(PME)t,H be a spae of equivalene lasses < f >t,H of f ∈ H
t
p(M,W )
relative to the losures of orbits of the left ation of DifH tp(M ; {s0,q : q =
1, ..., k}). This means, that (PME)t,H is the quotient spae of H
t
p(M,W )
relative to the equivalene relation Rt,H .
There is the embedding θ : H tp(M, {s0,q : q = 1, ..., k};W ) →֒ H
t
p(M ;W )
and the evaluation mapping eˆv : H tp(M ;W ) → N
k
suh that eˆv(f) :=
(fˆ(sˆ0,q) : q = k + 1, .., 2k), eˆvsˆ0,q(f) := fˆ(sˆ0,q), where fˆ ∈ H
t
p(Mˆ ;W ) is
suh that fˆ = f ◦ Ξ, Ξ : Mˆ → M is the quotient mapping. We get
the diagram H tp(M, {s0,q : q = 1, ..., k};W ) → H
t
p(M ;W ) → N
k
with H tp
dierentiable mappings, whih indues the diagram H t,l+1p (M, {s0,q : q =
1, ..., k};W, y0)→ H
t
p(M,H
t,l
p (M, {s0,q : q = 1, ..., k};W, y0)→ H
t,l
p (M, {s0,q :
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q = 1, ..., k};W, y0) for eah l ∈ N, whereH
t,l+1
p (M, {s0,q : q = 1, ..., k};W, y0) :=
H tp(M, {s0,q : q = 1, ..., k};H
t,l
p (M, {s0,q : q = 1, ..., k};W, y0)), H
t,1
p (M, {s0,q :
q = 1, ..., k};W, y0) := H
t
p(M, {s0,q : q = 1, ..., k};W, y0). Therefore, there ex-
ist iterated wrap semigroups and groups (SME)l+1;t,H := (S
M(SME)l;t,H)t,H
and (WME)l+1;t,H := (W
M(WME)l;t,H)t,H , where (S
ME)1;t,H := (S
ME)t,H
and (WME)1;t,H := (W
ME)t,H .
Evidently, if there are H tp and H
t′
p dieomorphisms ρ : M → M1 and
η : N → N1 mapping marked points into respetive marked points, then
H tp(M,W ) is isomorphi with H
t
p(M1,W1) and hene (W
ME)b;t,H is H
t
p iso-
morphi as the H tp-manifold and H
l
p-isomorphi as the H
l
p-Lie group with
(WM1E1)b;t,H for eah b ∈ N, where l = t
′ − t, l = ∞ for t′ = ∞, t′ ≥
t ≥ [dim(M)/2] + 1. If f : N → N1 is a surjetive map and N is an H
t
p-
dierentiable spae, then N inherits a struture of an H tp-dierentiable spae
with plots having the loal form f ◦ ρ : U → N1, where ρ : U → N is a plot
of N .
5. Lemma. Let E be an H t
′
p prinipal bundle and let D be an ev-
erywhere dense subset in N suh that for eah y ∈ D there exists an open
neighborhood V of y in N and a dierentiable map p : V → H tp(M, {s0,q :
q = 1, ..., k};V, y) := {f ∈ H tp(M ;V ) : f(s0,q) = y, q = 1, ..., k} suh that
eˆvsˆ0,q(pˆ(y)) = y for eah q = 1, ..., 2k and eah y ∈ N , where p ◦ Ξ = π ◦ pˆ.
Then eˆv : H tp(M ;W ) → N
k
is an H tp dierentiable prinipal (S
ME)t,H bun-
dle.
Proof. Let {(Vj, yj) : j ∈ J} be a family suh that yj ∈ Vj ∩ D for
eah j and there exists pj : Vj → H
t
p(M, {s0,q : q = 1, ..., k};Vj, yj) so that
pˆj(sˆ0,q)(y) = y × e for eah q = 1, ..., 2k and every j, where {Vj : j ∈ J}
is an open overing of N , y is a onstant mapping from Mˆ into Vj with
y(Mˆ) = {y}, where pˆj(sˆ0,q) is the restrition to Vj of the projetion pˆ(sˆ0,q) :
(PME)t,H → E, while pj(Ξ(xˆ))(y) = π ◦ pˆj(xˆ)(y × e) for eah y ∈ N and
x = Ξ(xˆ) in M , where xˆ ∈ Mˆ , Ξ : Mˆ → M . Then (WME)t,H and (P
ME)t,H
are supplied with the H tp-dierentiable spaes struture (see Remark 4 above
and Theorem 6 [12℄), where the embedding (SME)t,H →֒ (P
ME)t,H and the
projetion eˆvsˆ0,q : (P
ME)t,H → N are H
t
p-maps.
Let ψj ∈ DifH
t
p(N) suh that ψj(y) = yj. Speify a trivialization φj :
pˆ−1j (sˆ0,q)(Vj)→ Vj × (S
ME)t,H of the restrition pˆj(sˆ0,q)|Vj of the projetion
pˆj(sˆ0,q) : (P
ME)t,H → E by the formula φj(f) = (f(sˆ0,q), ψj ◦ pˆj(sˆ0,q)(f)) for
eah f ∈ (PME)t,H with π ◦ f(sˆ0,q) = y, where ψj ◦ pˆj(f) = ψj(pˆj(f)). Then
φ−1j (y, g) = g
−1(ψj ◦ pˆj(y)) =: η, η ∈ (P
ME)t,H with π ◦ ψj ◦ f(sˆ0,q) = yj,
sine G is a group, where g = ψj ◦ pˆj(f). Finally the ombination of the
family {eˆvsˆ0,q : q = k + 1, ..., 2k} indue the mapping eˆv : H
t
p(M ;W )→ N
k
.
By the onstrution a ber of this bundle is the monoid (SME)t,H .
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6. Theorem. If N is a smooth manifold over Ar (holomorphi for 1 ≤
r ≤ 3 respetively), then there exists an H tp-dierentiable prinipal (S
ME)t,H
bundle eˆv : (PME)t,H → N
k
.
Proof. In view of Lemma 5 it is suient to prove that for eah y ∈ N
there exists a neighborhood U of y in N and an H tp-map pq : U → H
t
p(M,W )
suh that evs0,q(pq(z)) = z for eah q = 1, ..., k, z ∈ U , where evx(f) = f(x).
In Mˆ onsider a retiable urve ζq : [0, 1] → Mˆ joining sˆ0,q with sˆ0,q+k,
where 1 ≤ q ≤ k. Then onsider a oordinate system (x1, ..., xm) in Mˆ suh
that x1 orresponds to a natural oordinate along ζq. This oordinate system
is dened loally for eah hart of Mˆ and x1 is dened globally.
Consider a real shadow NR of N , then NR is the Riemann C
∞
manifold.
Thus there exists a Riemannian metri g in N . For eah y ∈ N there exists
a geodesi ball U at y of radius less than the injetivity radius expN for g.
Then there exists a map pq : U → (P
MU)t,H with π ◦ [pq(sˆ0,q+k)(z)] = z
and π ◦ [pq(sˆ0,q(z)] = y for eah z ∈ U , where pq ◦ ζq =: γˆq,y,z is the shortest
geodesi in U joining y with z, γˆq,y,z : [0, 1] → N , γˆq,y,z ◦ ζ
−1
q (x1) ∈ N for
eah x1. Having initially γˆq,y,z extend it to pˆq on Mˆ with values in E suh
that pq ◦ Ξ = π ◦ pˆq.
7. Proposition. (1). The wrap group (WME;N,G,P)t,H is the prini-
pal Gk bundle over (WMN)t,H .
(2). The abelianization [(WME;N,G,P)t,H]ab of the wrap group (W
ME;N,G,P)t,H
is isomorphi with (WME;N,Gab,P)t,H.
(3). For n ≥ 2 the iterated loop group (LS
n
E)t,H is isomorphi with the
wrap group (W S
n
E)t,H for the sphere S
n
and a prinipal ber bundle E for
dimRN ≥ 2 with k = 1.
Proof. 1. The bundle struture π : E → N indues the bundle struture
πˆ : (WME;N,G,P)t,H → (W
MN)t,H , sine π◦Pγˆ,u = γˆ. In view of Lemma 5
it is suient to show, that there exists a neighborhood UG of e in (W
ME)t,H
and a G-equivariant mapping φ : UG → (W
MN)t,H . Let < Pγˆ,u >t,H∈
(WME)t,H , where γˆ : Mˆ → N , γˆ = γ ◦ Ξ, γ : M → N , γ(s0,q) = y0 for eah
q = 1, ..., k. Then π ◦ Pγˆ,u = γˆ and Pγˆ,u is G-equivariant by the onditions
dening the parallel transport struture, that is Pγˆ,u(x)z = Pγˆ,uz(x) for eah
x ∈ Mˆ and z ∈ G and every u ∈ Ey0 . We have that uG = π
−1(y) for eah
u ∈ Ey and y ∈ N .
Therefore, put φ = π∗, where π∗ < Pγˆ,u >t,H=< γˆ, u >t,H and take
UG = π
−1
∗ (U), where U is a symmetri U
−1 = U neighborhood of e in
(WMN)t,H .
The group G ats eetively on E. Sine G is arwise onneted, then
Gk ats eetively on (WME)t,H . Indeed, for eah ζq from 6 there is gq ∈ G
orresponding to γˆ(sˆ0,q+k) with Ppˆq,sˆ0,q×e(sˆ0,q+k) = {y0×gq} ∈ Ey0 , gq ∈ G for
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every q = 1, ..., k. Moreover, π−1∗ (π∗(< Pγˆ,u >t,H)) =< Pγˆ,u >t,H G
k
. Then
the bre of πˆ : (WME;N,G,P)t,H → (W
MN)t,H is G
k
. Due to Conditions
2(P1− P5) [12℄ it is the prinipal Gk dierentiable bundle of lass H tp.
2, 3. In view of Proposition 1 the loop group (LS
n
E)l,H is everywhere
dense in the n times iterated loop group (LS
1
(...(LS
1
E)1,H ...)1,H , while the
wrap group (W S
n
E)l,H is everywhere dense in the n times iterated wrap
group (W S
1
E)n;1,H for eah l ≥ n. For eah n > m there exists the natural
projetion πmn : S
n → Sm whih indues the embeddings (W S
m
E)t,H →֒
(W S
n
E)t,H and (L
SmE)t,H →֒ (L
SnE)t,H in aordane with Corollary 9
[12℄, sine k = 1 and hoosing a marked point s0 ∈ S
1
. Therefore, due
to dimRN ≥ 2 the onsidered here wrap and loop groups are innite dimen-
sional. Therefore, statements (2, 3) follow from (1) and the proof of Theorem
2 above and Proposition 11 [12℄ in aordane with whih the iterated loop
group (LS
1
(...(LS
1
E)1,H ...)1,H is ommutative.
8. Proposition. If E is ontratible, then (PME)t,H is ontratible.
Proof. Let g : [0, 1]×E → E be a ontration suh that g is ontinuous
and g(0, z) = z and g(1, z) = y0 × e for eah z ∈ E. Then for eah f ∈
H tp(M,W ) we get g(0, f(x)) = f(x) and g(1, f(x)) = y0 × e for eah x ∈M .
Moreover, g(s, < f >t,H) ⊂< g(s, f) >t,H for eah s ∈ [0, 1], sine f ∈
g−1s (< g(s, f) >t,H) and g is ontinuous while < g(s, f) >t,H by its denition
is losed in H tp(M,W ), where gs(z) := g(s, z). Therefore, id = g(0, ∗) :
(PME)t,H → (P
ME)t,H and g(1, (P
ME)t,H) =< w0 >t,H .
8.1. Notation. Denote by Homtp((W
ME)t,H , G) orHom
t
p((S
ME)t,H , G)
the group or the monoid ofH tp dierentiable homomorphisms from (W
ME)t,H
or (SME)t,H respetively into G. By A
∗
r is denoted the multipliative group
of Ar \ {0}, where 0 ≤ r ≤ 3.
9. Theorem. Let DifH t
′
p (N) ats transitively on N , t ≤ t
′
. For eah
H∞ manifold N and an H tp dierentiable group G suh that A
∗
r ⊂ G with
1 ≤ r ≤ 3 there exists a homomorphism of the H tp dierentiable spae of all
equivalene lasses of (PME)t,H relative to DifH
t′
p (N) (see 1.3.2 and 3
[12℄) and Homtp((S
ME)t,H , G
k). They are isomorphi, when G is ommuta-
tive.
Proof. Mention that due to Theorem 6 the H tp-dierentiable prini-
pal (SME)t,H bundle eˆv : (P
ME)t,H → N
k
has a parallel transport stru-
ture Pˆγˆ,uz(x) = Pˆγˆ,u(x)z for eah x ∈ Mˆ and all γ ∈ H
t
p(M,N) and
u ∈ eˆv−1(γ(s0,k)) and every z ∈ G and the orresponding γˆ : Mˆ → N
suh that γ ◦ Ξ = γˆ. If x = sˆ0,q with 1 ≤ q ≤ k, then Pˆ gives the iden-
tity homomorphism from (SME)t,H into (S
ME)t,H . If θ : (S
ME)t,H → G
k
is an H tp dierentiable homomorphism, then the holonomy of the assoiated
parallel transport Pˆ
θ
on the bundle (PME)t,H ×
θ G→ Nk is the homomor-
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phism θ : (SME)t,H → G
k
(see 2.3 in [12℄). At the same time the group
G ontains ontinuous one-parameter subgroups from A∗r, where 1 ≤ r ≤ 3.
If g ∈ (WMN)t,H and g 6= e, then g is of innite order, sine w0 does not
belong to gn for eah n 6= 0 non-zero integer n, where w0(M) = {y0}.
This holonomy indues a map h : (PME)t,H/Q → Hom
t
p((S
ME)t,H , G
k),
whereQ is an equivalene relation aused by the transitive ation ofDifH t
′
p (N)
suh that (SME)t,H with distint marked points either {s0,q : q = 1, ..., k} in
M and y0 or y˜0 in N are isomorphi, sine there exists ψ ∈ DifH
t′
p (N) suh
that ψ(y0) = y˜0.
If G is ommutative, then this map is the homomorphism, sine (SME)t,H
is the ommutative monoid for a ommutative group G (see Theorem 3.2
[12℄) and uPγˆ1,v1(x1)Pγˆ2,v2(x2) = uPγˆ2,v2(x2)Pγˆ1,v1(x1) for eah x1, x2 ∈ Mˆ
and u, v1, v2 ∈ Ey0. There is the embedding (S
ME)t,H →֒ (W
ME)t,H , hene
a homomorphism θ : (WME)t,H → G
k
has the restrition on (SME)t,H whih
is also the homomorphism.
For G ⊃ A∗r there exists a family of f ∈ Hom
t
p((S
ME)t,H , G
k) separating
elements of the wrap monoid (SME)t,H , hene there exists the embedding of
(SME)t,H into Hom
t
p((S
ME)t,H , G
k). The bundle (PME)t,H ×
θ G→ Nk has
the indued parallel transport struture P
θ
. The holonomy of the parallel
transport struture on (PMN)t,H ×
θ G → Nk is θ. Therefore, the map
H tp((S
ME)t,H , G
k) ∋ θ 7→ Pθ is inverse to h.
10. Theorems. Suppose that M2 →֒ M1 and M = M1 \ (M2 \ ∂M2) and
Mˆ2 →֒ Mˆ1 and Mˆ = Mˆ1\(Mˆ2\∂Mˆ2) and N2 →֒ N1 are H
t
p-pseudo-manifolds
with the same marked points {s0,q : q = 1, ..., k} for M1 and M2 and M and
y0 ∈ N2 satisfying onditions of 2 [12℄ and G2 is a losed subgroup in G1
with a topologially omplete prinipal ber bundle E with a struture group
G1.
1. Then (WM2,{s0,q :q=1,...,k}E;N2, G2,P)t,H has an embedding as a losed
subgroup into (WM1,{s0,q:q=1,...,k}E;N1, G1,P)t,H.
2. The wrap group (WM2,{s0,q:q=1,...,k}E;N,G2,P)t,H is normal in
(WM1,{s0,q :q=1,...,k}E;N,G1,P)t,H if and only if G2 is a normal subgroup in
G1.
3. In the latter ase (WME;N,G,P)t,H is isomorphi with
(WM1E;N,G1,P)t,H/(W
M2E;N,G2,P)t,H, where G = G1/G2.
Proof. 1. If γˆ2 ∈ H
t
p(Mˆ2, N2), then it has an H
t
p extension to γˆ1 ∈
H tp(Mˆ1, N1) due to Theorem III.4.1 [25℄. Therefore, the parallel transport
struture Pγˆ1,u over Mˆ1 serves as an extension of Pγˆ2,u over Mˆ2. The uni-
form spaes H tp(Mj , {s0,1, ..., s0,k};Wj, y0) are omplete for j = 1, 2, sine
the prinipal ber bundle E is topologially omplete and the orrespond-
ing prinipal ber sub-bundle E2 with the struture group G2 is also om-
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plete (see Theorem 8.3.6 [4℄). Therefore, H tp(M2, {s0,1, ..., s0,k};W2, y0) has
embedding as the losed subspae into H tp(M1, {s0,1, ..., s0,k};W1, y0). Eah
H tp dieomorphism of M2 has an H
t
p extension to a dieomorphism of M1
(see also III.4 in [25℄ and [35℄). Sine G2 is a losed subgroup in G1, then
(SM2,{s0,q :q=1,...,k}E;N2, G2,P)t,H has an embedding as a losed sub-monoid
into (SM1,{s0,q :q=1,...,k}E;N1, G1,P)t,H and inevitably (W
M2,{s0,q:q=1,...,k}E;N2, G2,P)t,H
has an embedding as a losed subgroup into (WM1,{s0,q :q=1,...,k}E;N1, G1,P)t,H
due to Theorem 6.1 [12℄.
2. The groups (WMj,{s0,q :q=1,...,k}N)t,H for j = 1, 2 are ommutative and
(WMj ,{s0,q:q=1,...,k}E)t,H is theG
k
j prinipal ber bundle on (W
Mj ,{s0,q:q=1,...,k}N)t,H
(see Theorem 6.2 [12℄ and Proposition 7.1 above). Therefore, (WM2,{s0,q:q=1,...,k}E)t,H
is the normal subgroup in (WM1,{s0,q:q=1,...,k}E)t,H if and only if G2 is the nor-
mal subgroup in G1.
3. Consider the prinipal ber bundle E(N,G, π,Ψ) with the struture
group G (see Note 1.3.2 [12℄) and the parallel transport struture P for
the H tp pseudo-manifold Mˆ , where G = G1/G2 is the quotient group. If
γˆ1 ∈ H
t
p(Mˆ1, N), then γˆ1 is the ombination
(i) γˆ1 = γˆ2∇γˆ,
where γˆ2 and γˆ are restritions of γˆ1 on Mˆ2 and Mˆ orrespondingly. On
the other hand, eah γˆ ∈ H tp(Mˆ,N) has an extension γˆ1 ∈ H
t
p(Mˆ1, N). The
manifold Mˆ1 is metrizable by a metri ρ. For eah ǫ > 0 there exists ψ ∈
DifH tp(Mˆ1; {sˆ0,q : q = 1, ..., 2k}) suh that (ψ(Mˆ) ∩ Mˆ2) ⊂
⋃s
l=1B(Mˆ1, xl, ǫ)
for some xl ∈ Mˆ1 with l = 1, ..., s and s ∈ N and ψ|Mˆ1\(Mˆ
⋃s
l=1
B(Mˆ1,xl,ǫ))
= id,
sine Mˆ1 and Mˆ2 are ompat pseudo-manifolds. Therefore, using Lemma
2.1.3.16 [20℄ and harts of the manifolds gives
< Pγˆ,u|M >t,H=< Pγˆ1,u|M1 >t,H / < Pγˆ2,u|M2 >t,H
due to deomposition (i), sine Pγˆ,u|Mj ∈ Gj for j = 1, 2 and G = G1/G2
is the H t
′
p quotient group with t
′ ≥ t. Consequently, (WME;N,G,P)t,H is
isomorphi with
(WM1E;N,G1,P)t,H/(W
M2E;N,G2,P)t,H (see also 3, 6 [12℄).
11. Corollary. Let suppositions of Theorem 10 be satised. Then
(WMN)t,H is isomorphi with (W
M1N)t,H/(W
M2N)t,H .
Proof. For (WMN)t,H taking G = G1 = G2 = {e} we get the statement
of this orollary from Theorem 10.3.
12. Proposition. Suppose that M = M1 ∨ M2, where M1 and M2
are H tp-pseudo-manifolds satisfying Conditions 2.2(i− v) [12℄ with the bunh
taken by marked points {s0,q : q = 1, ..., k}, then (W
MN)t,H is isomorphi
with the internal diret produt (WM1N)t,H ⊗ (W
M2N)t,H .
Proof. The manifold M has marked points {s0,q : q = 1, ..., k} suh
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that s0,q orresponds to s0,q,1 glued with s0,q,2 in the bunh M1 ∨M2 for eah
q = 1, ..., k, where s0,q,j ∈ Mj are marked points j = 1, 2. Sine eah Mj
satises Conditions 2.2(i− v) [12℄, then M satises them also.
In view of Theorem 10.1 (WMj ,{s0,q:q=1,...,k}N)t,H has an embedding as a
losed subgroup into (WM,{s0,q:q=1,...,k}N)t,H for j = 1, 2. If γj ∈ H
t
p(Mj , {s0,q :
q = 1, ..., k};N, y0) for j = 1, 2, then γ1∨γ2 ∈ H
t
p(M, {s0,q : q = 1, ..., k};N, y0).
On the other hand, eah γ ∈ H tp(M, {s0,q : q = 1, ..., k};N, y0) has the deom-
position γ = γ1 ∨ γ2, where γj = γ|Mj for j = 1, 2. Therefore, < γ >t,H=<
γ1 ∨ w0,2 >t,H ∨ < w0,1 ∨ γ2 >t,H , where w0(M) = {y0}, w0,j = w0|Mj for
j = 1, 2, hene (WMN)t,H is isomorphi with (W
M1N)t,H ⊗ (W
M2N)t,H .
13. Propositions. 1. Let θ : N1 → N be an embedding with θ(y1) = y0,
or F : E1 → E be an embedding of prinipal ber bundles over Ar suh that
π◦F |N1×e = θ◦π1, then there exist embeddings θ∗ : (W
MN1)t,H → (W
MN)t,H
and F∗ : (W
ME1)t,H → (W
ME)t,H .
2. If θ : N1 → N and F : E1 → E are a quotient mapping and a
quotient homomorphism suh that N1 is a overing pseudo-manifold of a
pseudo-manifold N , then (WMN)t,H is the quotient group of some losed
subgroup in (WMN1)t,H and (W
ME)t,H is the quotient group of some losed
subgroup in (WME1)t,H .
3. If there are an H tp dieomorphism f1 : M → M1 and an H
t′
p -
isomorphism f2 : E → E1, then wrap groups (W
M1E1)t,H and (W
ME)t,H
are isomorphi.
Proof. 1. If γ1 ∈ H
t
p(M, {s0,q : q = 1, ..., k};N1, y1), then θ ◦ γ1 =
γ ∈ H tp(M, {s0,q : q = 1, ..., k};N, y0), < γ >t,H= θ∗ < γ1 >t,H , where
θ∗ < γ1 >t,H := {θ ◦ f : fRt,Hγ1}. In addition F |E1,v gives an embedding
F : G1 → G, where G1 and G are strutural groups of E1 and E. Therefore,
for the parallel transport strutures we get
(1) F ◦P1γˆ1,v(x) = Pγˆ,u(x)
for eah x ∈ Mˆ , where F (v) = u, π ◦ F = θ ◦ π1, where P
1
is for E1 and
P for E. Dene F∗ < P
1
γˆ1,v
>t,H := {F ◦ g : gRt,HP
1
γˆ1,v
}. Sine θ and F are
H tp dierentiable mappings, then θ∗ and F∗ are embeddings of H
t
p manifolds
and group homomorphisms of H lp dierentiable groups (see also Theorems 6
[12℄).
2. If γ ∈ H tp(M, {s0,q : q = 1, ..., k};N, y0), then there exists γ1 ∈
H tp(M, {s0,q : q = 1, ..., k};N1, y1) suh that θ ◦ γ1 = γ, sine N1 is a ov-
ering of N , that is eah y ∈ N has a neighborhood Vy for whih θ
−1(Vy)
is a disjoint union of open subsets in N1 for eah y ∈ N . This γ1 exists
due to onnetedness of M and γ(M), where γ(M) ⊂ N . To eah parallel
transport in E1 there orresponds a parallel transport in E so that Equation
(1) above is satised. Put θ−1∗ < γ >t,H= {< γ1 >t,H : θ ◦ γ1 = γ} and
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F−1∗ < Pγˆ,u >t,H := {< P
1
γˆ1,v
>t,H : F ◦P
1
γˆ1,v
= Pγˆ,u}, where F (v) = u.
This gives quotient mappings θ∗ and F∗ from losed subgroups θ
−1
∗ (W
MN)t,H
and F−1∗ (W
ME)t,H in (W
MN1)t,H and (W
ME1)t,H respetively onto (W
MN)t,H
and (WME)t,H by losed subgroups θ
−1
∗ (e) and F
−1
∗ (e) orrespondingly.
3. We have that g ∈ H tp(M, {s0,q : q = 1, ..., k};W, y0) if and only if
f2 ◦ g ◦ f
−1
1 ∈ H
t
p(M1, {s0,q,1 : q = 1, ..., k;W1, y1), where f1(s0,q) = s0,q,1 for
eah q = 1, ..., k, f2(y0 × e) = y1 × e. At the same time ψ ∈ DifH
t
p(M) if
and only if f1 ◦ ψ ◦ f
−1
1 ∈ DifH
t
p(M1). Hene (S
ME)t,H is isomorphi with
(SM1E1)t,H and inevitably wrap groups (W
ME)t,H and (W
M1E1)t,H are H
t
p
dieomorphi as manifolds and isomorphi as H lp groups.
14. Note. If N is a manifold not neessarily orientable, then it ontains
up to equivalene of atlases a onneted hart V open in N suh that y ∈ V
and V is orientable. Sine (WME|V )t,H is the innite dimensional group,
then (WME)t,H is also innite dimensional even if N is not orientable due
to Proposition 13.1. If N is not orientable, then there exists an orientable
overing manifold N1 and a quotient mapping θ : N1 → N as in Proposition
13(2) (see also about overings and orientable overings in 50, 51 [29℄,
II.4.18,19 [2℄).
It is neessary to mention that some irumstanes of wrap groups are
related also with their innite dimensionality.
15. Note. Let G be a topologial group not neessarily assoiative, but
alternative:
(A1) g(gf) = (gg)f and (fg)g = f(gg) and g−1(gf) = f and (fg)g−1 = f
for eah f, g ∈ G
and having a onjugation operation whih is a ontinuous automorphism of
G suh that
(C1) conj(gf) = conj(f)conj(g) for eah g, f ∈ G,
(C2) conj(e) = e for the unit element e in G.
If G is of denite lass of smoothness, for example, H tp dierentiable, then
conj is supposed to be of the same lass. For ommutative group in partiular
it an be taken the identity mapping as the onjugation. For G = A∗r it an
be taken conj(z) = z˜ the usual onjugation for eah z ∈ A∗r, where 1 ≤ r ≤ 3.
Suppose that
(A2) Gˆ = Gˆ0i0 ⊕ Gˆ1i1 ⊕ ... ⊕ Gˆ2r−1i2r−1 suh that G is a multipliative
group of a ring Gˆ with the multipliative group struture, where Gˆ0, ..., Gˆ2r−1
are pairwise isomorphi ommutative assoiative rings and {i0, ..., i2r−1} are
generators of the Cayley-Dikson algebra Ar, 1 ≤ r ≤ 3 and (ylil)(ysis) =
(ylys)(ilis) is the natural multipliation of any pure states in G for yl ∈ Gl.
For example, G = (A∗r)
n
and Gˆ = Anr .
16. Lemma. If G and K are two topologial or dierentiable groups
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twisted over {i0, ..., i2r−1} satisfying onditions 15(A1, A2, C1, C2) and K is
a losed normal subgroup in G, where 2 ≤ r ≤ 3, then the quotient group is
topologial or dierentiable and twisted over {i0, ..., i2r−1}.
Proof. Sine Gˆ = Gˆ0i0 ⊕ Gˆ1i1 ⊕ ...⊕ Gˆ2r−1i2r−1, where Gˆ0, ..., Gˆ2r−1 are
pairwise isomorphi, then Gˆ/Kˆ = (Gˆ0/Kˆ0)i0⊕...⊕(Gˆ2r−1/Kˆ2r−1)i2r−1 is also
twisted. Eah Gˆj is assoiative, hene G/K is alternative, sine 2 ≤ r ≤ 3
and using multipliative properties of generators of the Cayley-Dikson alge-
bra Ar. On the other hand, conj(K) = K, hene conj(gK) = Kconj(g) =
conj(g)K ∈ G/K and conj(ghK) = conj(gh)K = (conj(h)conj(g))K =
(conj(h)K)(conj(g)K) = conj(hK)conj(gK) = conj(gKhK).
The subgroup K is losed in G, hene by the denition of the quotient
dierentiable struture G/K is the dierentiable group (see also 1.11, 1.12,
1.15 in [31℄).
17. Proposition. Let η : N1 → N2 be an H
t′
p -retration of H
t′
p man-
ifolds, N2 ⊂ N1, η|N2 = id, y0 ∈ N2, where t
′ ≥ t, M is an H tp manifold,
E(N1, G, π,Ψ) and E(N2, G, π,Ψ) are prinipal H
t′
p bundles with a struture
group G satisfying onditions of 2 [12℄. Then η indues the group homo-
morphism η∗ from (W
ME;N1, G,P)t,H onto (W
ME;N2, G,P)t,H.
Proof. In view of Proposition 7(1) the wrap group (WME;N1, G,P)t,H is
the prinipal Gk bundle over (WMN1)t,H . Extend η to ϑ : E(N1, G, π,Ψ)→
E(N2, G, π,Ψ) suh that π2 ◦ϑ = η◦π1 and pr2 ◦ϑ = id : G→ G, where pr2 :
Ey → G is the projetion, y ∈ N1. If f ∈ H
t
p(M,N1), then η ◦f := η(f(∗)) ∈
H tp(M,N2). If f(s0,q) = y0, then η(f(s0,q)) = y0, sine y0 ∈ N2. Sine
N2 ⊂ N1, then H
t
p(M,N2) ⊂ H
t
p(M,N1). The parallel transport struture P
is over the same manifold M .
Put η∗(< Pγˆ,u >t,H) =< Pη◦γˆ,u >t,H , where γˆ : Mˆ → N1. In view of
Theorems 2.3 and 2.6 [12℄ η∗(< Pγˆ1,u ∨ Pγˆ2,u >t,H= η
∗(< Pγˆ1,u >t,H)η∗(<
Pγˆ2,u >t,H), and we an put η∗(q
−1) = [η∗(q)]
−1
, onsequently, η∗ is the
group homomorphism. Moreover, for eah g ∈ (WME;N2, G,P)t,H there
exists q ∈ (WME;N1, G,P)t,H suh that η∗(q) = g, sine γ : M → N2 and
N2 ⊂ N1 imply γ : M → N1, while the struture group G is the same, hene
η∗ is the epimorphism.
18. Denition. Let G be a topologial group satisfying Conditions
15(A1, A2, C1, C2) suh that G is a multipliative group of the ring Gˆ, where
1 ≤ r ≤ 2. Then dene the smashed produt Gs suh that it is a multiplia-
tive group of the ring Gˆs := Gˆ ⊗l Gˆ, where l = i2r denotes the doubling
generator, the multipliation in Gˆ⊗l Gˆ is
(1) (a+ bl)(c+ vl) = (ac− v∗b) + (va+ bc∗)l for eah a, b, c, v ∈ Gˆ, where
v∗ = conj(v).
A smashed produtM1⊗lM2 of manifoldsM1,M2 overAr with dim(M1) =
15
dim(M2) is dened to be an Ar+1 manifold with loal oordinates z = (x, yl),
where x in M1 and y in M2 are loal oordinates.
Its existene and detailed desription are demonstrated below.
19. Proposition. The ring Gˆs has a multipliative group Gs ontaining
all a + bl 6= 0 with a, b ∈ Gˆ. If Gˆ is a topologial or H tp dierentiable ring
over Ar for t ≥ dim(G)+1, then Gˆ
s
is a topologial or H tp dierentiable over
Ar+1 ring.
Proof. For eah 1 ≤ r ≤ 2 the group G is assoiative, sine the gen-
erators {i0, ..., i2r−1} form the assoiative group, when r ≤ 2. An element
a+ bl ∈ Gˆs is non-zero if and only if (a+ bl)(a+ bl)∗ = aa∗ + bb∗ 6= 0 due to
15(A1, A2, C1, C2) and 18(1). For a+ bl 6= 0 put u = (a∗ − lb∗)/(aa∗ + bb∗),
where aa∗ + bb∗ ∈ G0, hene u(a + bl) = (a + bl)u = 1 ∈ G0, sine Gj is
ommutative for eah j = 0, ..., 2r − 1, where Gj denotes the multipliative
group of the ring Gˆj . For r ≤ 2 the family of generators {i0, ..., i2r+1−1} forms
the alternative group, hene Gˆs = Gˆ0i0 ⊕ ... ⊕ Gˆ2r+1−1 is alternative, where
Gˆj are isomorphi with Gˆ0 for eah j.
If an addition in Gˆ is ontinuous, then evidently (a + bl) + (c + ql) =
(a+ c)+ (b+ q)l is ontinuous. If the multipliation in Gˆ is ontinuous, then
Formula 18(1) shows that the multipliation in Gˆs is ontinuous as well.
We have the deomposition Ar+1 = Ar ⊕ Arl. If Gˆ is H
t
p dierentiable,
then from the denition of plots it follows, that Gˆs is H tp dierentiable over
Ar+1 (see also in details 20(1− 5)).
20. Theorem. Let M1,M2 and N1, N2 be H
t
p manifolds over Ar with
1 ≤ r ≤ 2, and let G be a group satisfying Conditions 15(A1, A2, C1, C2), let
alsoM1⊗lM2, N1⊗lN2 be smashed produts of manifolds and G
s
be a smashed
produt group (see Proposition 19), where dim(M1) = dim(M2), dim(N1) =
dim(N2), t ≥ max(dim(M1), dim(N1), dim(G)) + 1. Then the wrap group
(WM1⊗lM2;{s0,j,1⊗ls0,v,2:j=1,...,k1;v=1,...,k2}E;N1 ⊗l N2, G
s,Ps)t,H is twisted over
{i0, ..., i2r+1−1} and is isomorphi with the smashed produt
WM2;{s0,v,2:v=1,...,k2}E;N1, (W
M1;{s0,j,1:j=1,...,k1}E;N1, G,P1)t,H ,P2)t,H⊗l
WM2;{s0,v,2:v=1,...,k2}E;N2, (W
M1;{s0,j,1:j=1,...,k1}E;N2, G,P1)t,H ,P2)t,H of twie
iterated wrap groups twisted over {i0, ..., i2r−1}.
Proof. Let Mb and Nb be H
t
p manifolds over Ar with 1 ≤ r ≤ 2,
b = 1, 2 and let G be a group satisfying Conditions 15(A1, A2, C1, C2) suh
that E(Nb, G, π,Ψ) is a prinipal G-bundle. Consider the smashed prod-
uts M1 ⊗l M2, N1 ⊗l N2 of manifolds and the smashed produt group G
s
(see Proposition 19), where t ≥ max(dim(M1), dim(N1), dim(G)) + 1, where
dim(Mb) is a overing dimension of Mb (see [4℄), dim(M1) = dim(M2),
dim(N1) = dim(N2). For At(Mb) = {(Uj,b, φj,b) : j} an atlas of Mb its
onneting mappings φj,b ◦ φ
−1
k,b are H
t
p funtions over Ar for Uj,b ∩ Uk,b 6= ∅,
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where φj,b : Uj,b → Ar are homeomorphisms of Uj,b onto φj,b(Uj,b). Then
M1 ⊗l M2 onsists of all points (x, yl) with x ∈ M1 and y ∈ M2, with the
atlas At(M1 ⊗l M2) = {(Uj,1⊗l Uq,2, φj,1⊗l φq,2) : j, q} suh that φj,1⊗l φq,2 :
Uj,1 ⊗l Uq,2 → A
m
r+1, where m is a dimension of M1 over Ar. Express for
z = x + yl ∈ Ar with x, y ∈ Ar numbers x, y in the z representation,
then denote by θj,q mappings orresponding to φj,1 ⊗l φq,2 in the z repre-
sentation, hene the transition mappings θj,q ◦ θ
−1
k,n are H
t
p over Ar+1, when
(Uj,1 ⊗l Uq,2) ∩ (Uk,1 ⊗l Un,2) 6= ∅. Therefore, M1 ⊗l M2 and N1 ⊗l N2 are H
t
p
manifolds over Ar+1.
In view of the Sobolev embedding theorem eah H t mapping onM1⊗lM2
or N1 ⊗l N2 or G
s
is ontinuous for t satisfying the inequality
t ≥ max(dim(M1), dim(N1), dim(G)) + 1, where dim(M1) = dim(M2),
dim(N1) = dim(N2).
Eah loally analyti funtion f(x, y) = f1(x, y) + f2(x, y)l by x ∈ U and
y ∈ V an be written as the loally analyti funtion by z = x + yl with
values in Ar+1, where U and V are open in A
m
r , fb(x, y) is a loally analyti
funtion with values in Awr , b = 1, 2, m,w ∈ N. Indeed, write eah variable
xj and yj through zj with the help of generators of Ar+1, where xj , yj ∈ Ar,
zj ∈ Ar+1, x = (x1, ..., xm) ∈ A
m
r , z = (z1, ..., zm) ∈ A
m
r+1 (see Formulas
2.8(2) and Theorem 2.16 [18℄). If z ∈ Ar+1, then
(1) z = v0i0+ ...+v2r+1−1i2r+1−1, where vj ∈ R for eah j = 0, ..., 2
r+1−1,
(2) v0 = (z + (2
r+1 − 2)−1{−z +
∑2r+1−1
j=1 ij(zi
∗
j )})/2,
(3) vs = (is(2
r+1 − 2)−1{−z +
∑2r+1−1
j=1 ij(zi
∗
j )} − zij)/2 for eah s =
1, ..., 2r+1 − 1, where z∗ = z˜ denotes the onjugated Cayley-Dikson number
z. At the same time we have for z = x+ yl with x, y ∈ Ar, that
(4) x = v0i0 + ...+ v2r−1i2r−1 and
(5) y = (v2r i2r + ...+ v2r+1−1i2r+1−1)l
∗
,
where l = i2r denotes the doubling generator.
Therefore, f(x, y) beomes Ar+1 holomorphi using the orresponding
phrases arising anonially from expressions of xj , yj through zj by Formulas
(1− 5). The set of holomorphi funtions is dense in H tp in aordane with
the denition of this spae, hene using a Cauhy net we an onsider for
eah f1, f2 ∈ H
t
p over Ar a representation of a funtion f = f1+f2l belonging
to H tp over Ar+1 (see also [18, 15℄).
Then E(N1⊗lN2, G
s, πs,Ψs) is naturally isomorphi withE(N1, G, π1,Ψ1)⊗l
E(N2, G, π2,Ψ2), where π
s = π1 ⊗ π2l : E(N1 ⊗l N2, G
s, πs,Ψs) → N1 ⊗l N2
is the natural projetion.
If γ : M1 ⊗l M2 → N1 ⊗l N2 is an H
t
p mapping, then γ(z) = γ1(x, y) ×
γ2(x, y)l, where x ∈M1 and y ∈M2, z = (x, yl) ∈M1⊗lM2, γb : M1⊗lM2 →
Nb. We an write γb(x, y) as (γb,1(x))(y) a family of funtions by x and a
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parameter y or as (γb,2(y))(x) a family of funtions by y with a parameter x.
If ηb,a : Ma → Nb, then Pηˆb,a,ub,a denotes the parallel transport struture on
Ma over E(Nb, G, πb,Ψb).
Then P
s
γˆ,u(z) = [Pγˆ1,1,u1;1(x)][Pγˆ1,2,u1;2(y)]⊗l [Pγˆ2,1,u2;2(x)][Pγˆ2,2,u2;2(y)] ∈
Ey0(N1 ⊗l N2, G
s, πs,Ψs) is the parallel transport struture in M1 ⊗l M2 in-
dued by that of inM1 andM2, where u ∈ Ey0(N1⊗lN2, G
s, πs,Ψs), u = u1⊗l
u2, ub ∈ Ey0,b(Nb, G, πb,Ψb), y0,b ∈ Nb is a marked point, b = 1, 2, y0 = y0,1⊗l
y0,2. Then P
s
is Gs equivariant. Therefore, < Psγˆ,u >t,H=< Pγˆ1,u1 >t,H ⊗l <
Pγˆ2,u2 >t,H=< [Pγˆ1,1,u1;1(x)][Pγˆ1,2,u1;2(y)] >t,H ⊗l < [Pγˆ2,1,u2;2(x)][Pγˆ2,2,u2;2(y)] >t,H ,
where Pγˆb,ub is the parallel transport struture onM1⊗lM2 over E(Nb, G, πb,Ψb),
b = 1, 2.
Hene (WM1⊗lM2;{s0,j,1⊗ls0,v,2:j=1,...,k1;v=1,...,k2}E;N1 ⊗l N2, G
s,Ps)t,H is iso-
morphi with the smashed produt
WM2;{s0,v,2:v=1,...,k2}E;N1, (W
M1;{s0,j,1:j=1,...,k1}E;N1, G,P1)t,H ,P2)t,H⊗l
WM2;{s0,v,2:v=1,...,k2}E;N2, (W
M1;{s0,j,1:j=1,...,k1}E;N2, G,P1)t,H ,P2)t,H of it-
erated wrap groups.
21. Theorem. There exists a homomorphism of iterated wrap groups
θ : (WME)a;∞,H⊗(W
ME)b;∞,H → (W
ME)a+b;∞,H for eah a, b ∈ N, where G
is an H∞p group, E(N,G, π,Ψ) is the prinipal H
∞
p bundle with the struture
group G. Moreover, if G is either assoiative or alternative, then θ is either
assoiative or alternative.
Proof. Consider iterated wrap groups (WME)a;∞,H as in 4, a ∈ N. If
γa : M
a → N , γb : M
b → N areH∞p mappings suh that γb(s0,j1×...×s0,jb) =
y0 for eah jl = 1, ..., k and l = 1, ..., b, then γ := γa × γb : M
a × M b →
N × N = N2, where Ma ×M b = Ma+b, s0,j are marked points in M with
j = 1, ..., k and y0 is a marked point in N , H
∞
p =
⋂
t∈NH
t
p. This gives the
iterated parallel transport struture Pγˆ,u;a+b(x) := Pγˆa,ua;a(xa) ⊗ Pγˆb,u;b(xb)
on Ma+b over E(N2, G2, π,Ψ), where ub ∈ Ey0(N,G, π,Ψ), u = ua × ub ∈
Ey0×y0(N
2, G2, π,Ψ).
The bunh M b ∨M b is taken by points sj1,...,jb in M
b
, where sj1,...,jb :=
s0,j1×...×s0,jb with j1, ..., jb ∈ {1, ..., k}; s0,j are marked points inM with j =
1, ..., k. Then (Ma ∨Ma)× (M b ∨M b) \ {sj1,...,ja+b : jl = 1, ..., k; l = 1, ..., a+
b} is H tp homeomorphi with M
a+b ∨ Ma+b \ {sj1,...,ja+b : jl = 1, ..., k; l =
1, ..., a + b}, sine sj1,...,ja × sja+1,...,ja+b = sj1,...,ja+b for eah j1, ..., ja+b. There
is the embedding DifH∞p (M
a) × DifH∞p (M
b) →֒ DifH∞p (M
a+b) for eah
a, b ∈ N. If fa ∈ DifH
∞
p (M
a) having a restrition fa|Ka = id, then fa×fb ∈
DifH∞p (M
a+b) and fa×fb|Ka×Kb = id forKa ⊂M
a
. Put θ(< Pγˆa,ua;a >∞,H;a
, < Pγˆb,ub;b >∞,H;b) =<< Pγˆa,ua;a >∞,H;a ⊗ < Pγˆb,ub;b >∞,H;b>∞,H;a+b is the
group homomorphism, where the detailed notation < ∗ >t,H;a denotes the
equivalene lass over the manifold Ma instead of M , a ∈ N.
Therefore, < Pγˆ∨ηˆ,u;a+b >∞,H;a+b:=<< Pγˆa∨ηˆa,ua;a >∞,H;a ⊗ < Pγˆb∨ηˆb,ub;b >∞,H;b>∞,H;a+b
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=< (< Pγˆa,ua;a >∞,H;a< Pηˆa,ua;a >∞,H;a)⊗(< Pγˆb,ub;b >∞,H;b< Pηˆb,ub;b >∞,H;b
) >∞,H;a+b
=< (< Pγˆa,ua;a >∞,H;a ⊗ < Pγˆb,ub;b >∞,H;b)(< Pηˆa,ua;a >∞,H;a ⊗ < Pηˆb,ub;b >∞,H;b
) >∞,H;a+b
=<< Pγˆa,ua;a >∞,H;a ⊗ < Pγˆb,ub;b >∞,H;b>∞,H;a+b<< Pηˆa,ua;a >∞,H;a ⊗ <
Pηˆb,ub;b >∞,H;b>∞,H;a+b
= θ(< Pγˆa,ua;a >∞,H;a, < Pγˆb,ub;b >∞,H;b)θ(< Pηˆa,ua;a >∞,H;a, < Pηˆb,ub;b >∞,H;b
).
Thus θ is the group homomorphism.
The mappingH∞p (M
a, N)×H∞p (M
b, N) ∋ (γa×γb) 7→ (γa, γb) ∈ H
∞
p (M
a+b, N2)
is ofH∞p lass. The multipliation inG
v
isH∞p for eah v ∈ N, sine it is suh
inG, sine the multipliation inGv is (a1, ..., av)×(b1, ..., bv) = (a1b1, ..., avbv),
where Gv is the v times diret produt of G, a1, ..., av, b1, ..., bv ∈ G.
The iterated wrap group (WME)l;t,H for the bundle E is the prinipal
Gkl bundle over the iterated ommutative wrap group (WMN)l;t,H for the
manifold N , sine the number of marked points in M l is kl, where E is the
prinipal G bundle on the manifold N , l ∈ N. Thus the iterated wrap group
is assoiative or alternative if suh is G. In view of Proposition 7 and Remark
4 the homomorphism θ is of H∞p lass. From the wrap monoids it has the
natural H∞p extension on wrap groups.
If G is assoiative, then
< Pγˆ,u;a+b+v >∞,H;a+b+v=<< (< Pγˆa,ua;a >∞,H;a ⊗ < Pγˆb,ub;b >∞,H;b
) >∞,H;a+b ⊗ < Pγˆv,uv;v >∞,H;v>∞,H;a+b+v
=<< Pγˆa,ua;a >∞,H;a ⊗(< Pγˆb,ub;b >∞,H;b ⊗ < Pγˆv,uv;v >∞,H;v) >∞,H;a+b+v=
θ(θ(< Pγˆa,ua;a >t,H;a, < Pγˆb,ub;b >t,H;b), < Pγˆv,uv;v >t,H;v)
θ(< Pγˆa,ua;a >t,H;a, θ(< Pγˆb,ub;b >t,H;b), < Pγˆv,uv;v >t,H;v)),
onsequently, θ is the assoiative homomorphism.
If G is alternative, then
< Pγˆ,u;a+a+b >∞,H;a+a+b=<< (< Pγˆa,ua;a >∞,H;a ⊗ < Pγˆa,ua;a >∞,H;a
) >∞,H;a+a ⊗ < Pγˆb,ub;b >∞,H;v>∞,H;a+a+b
=<< Pγˆa,ua;a >∞,H;a ⊗(< Pγˆa,ua;a >∞,H;a ⊗ < Pγˆb,ub;b >∞,H;b) >∞,H;a+a+b=
θ(θ(< Pγˆa,ua;a >t,H;a, < Pγˆa,ua;a >t,H;a), < Pγˆb,ub;b >t,H;b)
θ(< Pγˆa,ua;a >t,H;a, θ(< Pγˆa,ua;a >t,H;a), < Pγˆb,ub;b >t,H;b)),
onsequently, the homomorphism θ is alternative from the left, analogously
it is alternative from the right.
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